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Abstract
Vicinal surfaces exhibiting arrays of atomic steps are frequently investigated due to their diverse
physical-chemical properties and their use as growth templates. However, surfaces featuring steps
with a large number of low-coordinated kink-atoms have beenwidely ignored, despite their higher
potential for chemistry and catalysis. Here, the equilibrium structure and the electronic states of
vicinal Ag(111) surfaces with densely kinked steps are investigated in a systematic way using a curved
crystal.With scanning tunnelingmicroscopywe observe an exceptional structural homogeneity of
this class of vicinals, reflected in the smooth probability distribution of terrace sizes at all vicinal angles.
This allows us to observe, first, a subtle evolution of the terrace-size distribution as a function of the
terrace-width that challenges statisticalmodels of step lattices, and second, latticefluctuations around
resonantmodes of surface states. As shown in angle resolved photoemission experiments, surface
states undergo stronger scattering by fully-kinked step-edges, which triggers the full depletion of the
two-dimensional band at surfaces with relatively small vicinal angles.

Introduction

Vicinal surfaces are important in catalysis, nanostructure growth, or electronic state engineering, since steps are
active sites for chemical reactions, as well as nucleation and electron scattering centers. Note that the random
truncation of the crystalline solidwill generally result in a surface plane that is tiltedwith respect to a high-
symmetry direction, namely in a vicinal surface. Therefore, vicinal surfaces aremore ‘abundant’ than high-
symmetry surfaces, and thismay have particular impact, e.g., in the physical-chemistry of nano-sized particles,
which expose all crystal orientations [1, 2]. However, given the infinite possibilities for vicinal surface planes, it is
therefore important to perform their systematic investigation, in order to appropriately determine key
magnitudes and parameters that govern specific phenomena, and to facilitate the selection of optimal substrates
for desired functions.

During the last decade, a number of studies have been aimed at systematically exploring vicinal surfaces
using crystal samples with both spherical and cylindrical shapes,mostlymetals [3–9], but also semiconductors
[10]. Using such samples one can probe entire families of vicinal planes, and hence provide a comprehensive
understanding of all physical-chemical properties connected to the presence of surface steps. In fact, the ability
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to compare a high-symmetry surface with its vicinal stepped planes on the same sample has been proved
essential to clarify controversial issues, such as the quantum-mechanical nature of surface electronic states away
from the high-symmetry plane [4, 11], or to unveil new general properties, such as structural transitions and
fluctuations of the surface as a function of the vicinal angleα [3, 4, 7–9]. The latter is particularly important, due
to its direct connectionwith the equilibrium shape of three-dimensional nanocrystals, but also attractive from a
fundamental point of view, since a vicinal surface can be regarded as a superlattice of steps subject to thermal
disorder, equivalent to a one-dimensional (1D) gas of fermions [12–15]. In this context, complete,α-dependent
terrace-width distribution data sets, such as those that can systematically be acquired from curved surfaces, are
highly desired to test and further refine theoretical statistical physicsmodels and concepts for step lattices.

In this workwe follow the curved surface approach to investigate structural and electronic properties of
vicinal Ag(111) surfaces featuring fully-kinked steps. In general, vicinal (111) surfaces of fcc crystals are chosen
to exhibit stepswith close-packed configuration (oriented along the [1-10]direction), whereas vicinals with
fully-kinked steps (oriented along the [1-12] direction, and also called 100%kinked [16]) have been very scarcely
studied. This is striking, since due to the lower atomic coordination of such kinks these surfaces are particularly
attractive to investigate chemical reactions and catalysis [17]. Herewe show that this class of vicinals offers a
better definition of the terrace-width distribution obtained from scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (STM) image
analysis. This allowed us to observe a striking transition from sharply defined step lattices for high step densities,
tomuch broader arrays at low densities that exhibit well-definedmodulations due to electronic effects. On the
other hand, angle resolved photoemission (ARPES) experiments demonstrate a relatively strong scattering of the
Shockley state in vicinal planes, which results in a complete depletion of the surface band due to terrace (lateral)
confinement effects. The strong scattering amplitude is in agreement with the observation of electronic
quantum size effects.

Cylindrical section approach to study vicinal surfaces

The fcc crystal sphere infigure 1(a) allows us to locate different vicinal directions and types of steps. The high-
symmetry (111) plane is placed at the north pole, whereas surfaces with increasing vicinal angleα are found
followingmeridian directions. The azimuthal anglef defines the type of step, which can be close-packedA type
({100}-likeminifacet) atf=180° (greenmeridian), close-packed B type ({111}-likeminifacet) atf=0°

Figure 1.Atomic planes vicinal to the (111) direction in a fcc crystal. (a) Schematic description of the threemain classes of (111) vicinal
surfaces located on the fcc crystal sphere. Fully-kinked vicinals emerge byf=(n+1/2)×60° rotations of close-packed vicinals
around the [111] axis. Atoms in close-packed and fully-kinked steps are highlightedwith green and purple colors, respectively.
(b) Schematic description of the thermal kink excitation in close-packed and fully-kinked steps. (c) c-Ag(111)cp and c-Ag(111)fk
samples, designed to, respectively, probe the family of close-packed and fully-kinked vicinals by scanning the polar angleα in (a).
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(greenmeridian), or fully-kinked atf=90° (purplemeridian). As away of example, the atomic structure for
the A type (335), the B type (553), and the fully-kinked (645) planes are shown in figure 1(a). Themost important
difference among them is the coordination of the outermost step-edge atoms, which is sevenfold for the close-
packed arrangement (either A or B) and sixfold for the fully-kinked case. Chiral vicinal surfaces, defined by
sevenfold close-packed step segments separated by sixfold-coordinated kinks are found atf values other than
f=n×30°, although these are not discussed in the present work. As indicated infigure 1(a), onemay consider
that the (111) ‘vicinality’ ends at the (110) (f=0°,α=35°), (113) (f=180°,α=29°) and (201) (f=90°,
α=39°) planes, at which no ninefold-coordinated atoms, i.e., (111) terraces remain.

The different coordination of close-packed and fully-kinked steps has a direct implication in the excitation
of step-edge atoms, usually called ‘thermal kinks’, as sketched infigure 1(b). Atoms excited-out and diffusing-
along step-edges represent the lowest energy atomic excitation (lowest number of broken bonds) at a crystal
surface, and are essential to explain the equilibrium structure of vicinal planes [15]. In this respect, the energy
path to create thermal kinks is radically different in each case. For the sevenfold coordinated atom embedded in
the close-packed step (either A or B) one needs to break four surface bonds tomove this atom to afive-fold
neighbor site (green arrow). In the fully-kinked step, exciting the kink atom requires breaking three surface
bonds, althoughmoving such atom to a new step-edge position does not change its sixfold atomic coordination
(red arrow). This implies that fully-kinked surface steps can roughen or ‘bend’ at a local scale in a rapid process
(smaller number of broken bonds) andwithout energy penalty (same coordination at new step-edge site),
leading to faster step diffusion kinetics (also called stepmeandering). Aswe shall see below, this explains why
fully-kinked vicinal surfaces exhibit strong and fast stepfluctuations at 300K, bringing them closer than close-
packed vicinals to its equilibrium structure.

By taking cylindrical sections alongmeridian lines offigure 1(a) one can systematically test vicinal planes of
the fcc crystal sphere [18]. For a given sample, wefix the type of step (constantf) and allow the step density to
change smoothly (variableα).We choose a convenient geometry and size (radius of curvature) to facilitate
processing in vacuum, and selective testing of the different vicinal planes by ARPES, for which sufficiently small,
<100 μmphoton beamsmust be used (see supplementary information, available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/
20/073010/mmedia). Herewe focus on the sample described as c-Ag(111)fk infigure 1(c) to investigate the basic
structural and electronic properties of fully-kinked vicinal surfaces, but also compare the results with those
obtained in close-packedAg(111) vicinals, studied in [4, 11] using the sample named as c-Ag(111)cp in
figure 1(c). This comparative analysis is extensively presented in the SI.

Terrace-width distribution: step latticemodels and electronicfluctuations

The STMpictures of figures 2(a) and (b) have been selected to illustrate the characteristic nanoscalemorphology
of a fully-kinkedAg(111) vicinal surface at 300 K in two different cases, namely surfaces with large (α=12°)
and small (α=1.3°) vicinal angles. The complete set of STMdata is presented and discussed in the SI. As
previously observed in STMexperiments at 300 K [4, 19], monatomic steps in Ag(111) look frizzy due to the
presence of thermally-excited kinks and out-protruding fringes induced by the STM tip. Themorphology of the
step-edge is better observed in the inset offigure 2(a), which shows a portion of the image after derivation and
smoothing. This process removes the tip-induced fringes, allowing a precise observation of thewavy structure of
the step-edge. The latter is further discussed and analyzed in the SI. Importantly, stepfluctuations cause the local
variation of the terrace-width d around itsmean value a< > =d h sin (where h=2.35Å is themonatomic
step height). á ñd is statistically determined from the probability distribution of terrace sizesP(s) in each image,
represented infigure 2(c). To better compare bothwe use the reduced terrace-width coordinate s=d/á ñd , and
normalize curves to themaximumprobability value. Herewe see the large differences between P(s) histograms
at the two different step density regimes. At the small á ñd =1.13 nm (α=12°) step lattice periodicity,P(s)
looks sharp and symmetric, while for á ñd =10.2 nm (α=1.3°)P(s) becomes broad and asymmetric.

The terrace-width probability has been obtained for awhole set of STM images acquired across the surface
(see SI), and the result is represented infigure 2(c) as aP(s) intensity plot. For small á ñd one can observe the sharp
and symmetricP(s) histograms peaking close to s=1 (d=). By increasing á ñd , the P(s)maximumprogressively
shifts to the left side, whereas probability fluctuations develop in the right side tail. As indicated in thefigure and
discussed in the next section, such evolution ofP(s) reflects the progressive damping of the elastic step repulsion
that holds the periodic structure of the vicinal surface [12, 13, 15], giving rise to the emergence of electronic-
energy driven fluctuations at large terracewidths [14].

The accurate analysis ofP(s) is ofmajor importance to understand themechanisms underlying the
equilibrium structure of a vicinal surface [12, 13, 15]. Over the past thirty years, the continuum theory,
represented by the surface free energy equation as a function of the vicinal angle a = h dsin [12], combined
with different statistical physicsmodels have been used to explain experimental P(s) data (see [13, 14] and
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references therein). Among suchmodels, themost successful one is the so-called terrace-step-kink (TSK) [15].
In the TSKmodel steps are allowed tomeander through the thermal excitation of kinks, although free
meandering is constrained by the elastic repulsion between neighboring steps, simplified in a single force-dipole
term, and by the entropic ‘repulsion’, namely the restriction set by non-crossing conditions of contiguous steps.
Both entropic and elastic step interactions are accounted for in the second order (1/d2) termof the surface free
energy equation [12]. On the grounds of the TSK approach, one can find (or ‘surmise’) an elegant expression for
the equilibrium shapeP(s) of the vicinal surface called ‘generalizedWigner-surmise’ (GWS) [15]. TheGWS
function for the terrace-width probability can bewritten as a function of the reduced coordinate s=d/á ñd and
the order parameter ñ as:

 
 = -( ) ( )P s a s e , 1b s2

where bñfixes themean ofPñ(s) at s=1, and añ normalizes the total probability ò =
¥

( )P s sd 1
0

. In reality, ñ is

intimately linked to a dimensionless step interaction parameter Ã, through the expression  = + + Ã1 1 4
[15]. Ã is ameaningfulmagnitude that quantifies the elastic/entropic interaction ratio as b=˜ ˜A A k TB , where
A is the dipole interaction strength between contiguous steps and b̃ the step stiffness [15].

The ability of experimentally testing theGWS solution of equation (1) has been rather limited so far. The
reason is the lack of statistically reliable P(s) data sets, whichmakes it impossible to discriminate amongPñ(s)
functions of different order parameter ñ. In the present case, the systematics of the curved surface and the high-
quality of theP(s) data for fully-kinked vicinals (also compared to close-packed surfaces, see SI), allows us to
perform such a test. Infigure 3(a) the experimental P(s) histograms have beenfittedwithPñ(s) functions (lines),
using ñ as the singlefitting parameter. Histograms for densely stepped surfaces with á ñd below 3.0 nmfit toGWS
functions excellently, leading to the linear ñ variation (blue region) shown infigure 3(b). This ñ variation

Figure 2.Terrace-width probability analysis of the curvedAg crystal with fully-kinked steps. STM images taken at 300 Kon the
c-Ag(111)fk sample at (a)α=12° and (b)α=1.3° vicinal angles. The indicated á ñd values are determined from the corresponding
statistical analysis of the terrace-width histogramsP(d) shown in (c). The inset in (a) shows a portion of the image after derivation and
smoothing, reflecting the roughmorphology of the step (see SI for a discussion). The numbers n in (b)markmagic dn sizes due to
electronic instabilities (see figure 3). (d)P(d/á ñd ) probability histograms from the full set of STM images taken across the c-Ag(111)fk
sample (see SI).
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indicates that the balance of elastic and entropic interactions, represented by Ã, is changing as a function of á ñd .
Although it appears reasonable to expect strong elastic repulsion for small step spacings, and vanishing elastic
interactions between steps for large step-step separations, the d-dependence of Ã cannot be deduced from the
standard TSKmodel and the continuum approach, where the dipole strengthA and the step stiffness b̃ are
assumed as constants. The necessity of a variable ñ to consistently fit theP(s) data offigure 3(a) thus reflects the
limited validity of the force-dipole approach, which restricts elastic interactions between steps to the second
order term (A/d2) in the free energy equation [12].

As indicated by the arrows in figure 3(a), the P(s)ñ fit to the STMhistograms begins to fail at á ñd =3.0 nm,
while above á ñd =6.0 nm theGWS solution breaks down clearly. The resulting ñ values in the
á ñd =3.0–6.0 nm rangewere also included infigure 3(b) as red data points, but not taken into account for the
linearfit. TheP(d) probability histograms for step lattices with á ñd above 6.0 nm are depicted infigure 3(c) using
circularmarkers. The asymetric broadening of the curves increases dramatically when comparing to the sharply-
peaked histograms of panelfigure 3(a). This drastic change in the shape ofP(d) is common to othermetal
surfaces [7, 8], but only in the present case the smooth histograms offigure 3(c) allow the observation offine
modulations on the right hand tail that can befittedwith a set of Gaussian functions, which suggest the presence
of terrace-width fluctuations around preferred (or ‘magic’) dn values.

At vicinal noblemetal surfaces one can reasonably expectmagic dn sizesmatching 1Dquantumwell (QW)
resonances of surface electrons confinedwithin terraces, as discussed by Ibach [14]. In fact, the Shockley state
carries a sizeable charge, sufficient to trigger 1D-charge-density-wave instabilities in step arrays via Fermi surface
nesting and gap opening [21]. Such structural/electronic interplaywas indeed invoked to explain the
fluctuations ofP(d) observed on c-Cu(111) at á ñd values around half the FermiwavelengthλF/2∼2 nm [4]. In
that surface, though, the P(d)histogramdid not show clear shoulders as infigure 3(c), but a strongwidth
fluctuation aroundλF/2. To test the electronic origin of themodulations observed in theP(d) in the large terrace
regime, infigure 3(c)we compare the positions of themultipleGaussians obtained in thefit with

l= ´ -d n d2n F 0, a set of vertical lines spaced by half-multiples of the Fermiwavelength and offset by d0
(λF/2=3.9 nm inAg(111) [22]). Thematch between peaks and lines is excellent for d0=1 nm, except for
n= 1. The latter is indeed expected, since stepfluctuations towards low d values are effectively blocked by the
elastic and entropic step-step repulsions.

The presence ofQWresonances in Ag(111) terraces can be readily proven in scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (STS)measurements (see for example [20, 22, 23] and SI). Their localization atEF can be predicted

Figure 3.Analysis of the elastic and electronic instability regimes. (a) Fit (thick lines) of probability histograms P(d/á ñd ) of the
c-Ag(111)fk samplewithGWS functions of variable order parameter ñ. The resulting ñ values are plotted in panel (b). Blue data
correspond toGWS fits with negligible standard deviation, and have beenfittedwith a straight line. Red data correspond to the
histograms in (a)where the fit visually departs fromdata (asmarkedwith arrows, other data are also included). (c)P(d) data for large
á ñd ,fittedwith a single series ofGaussian functions, of increasingwidth and variable intensity. Gaussian positions lie close to expected
multiples of quantumwell resonances atEF, defined as dn= n×λF/2−d0 (vertical lines). (d) n-quantumwell resonancesmeasured
in scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) in Ag(111) terraces of different d sizes (see SI). Lines fit the n-sets of data assuming a nearly-
free-electronmodel (see [20]). These lines crossEF at d values indicated by the thin dotted vertical lines. Thick solid vertical linesmark
the dn series of gaussians of panel (c).
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from thewhole terrace-width dependent analysis of such resonances, such as the one shown infigure 3(d).9Here
circularmarkers indicate the peak energies of the n-QWresonancemeasured in STS spectra (see SI and [11, 20]),
whereas solid lines fit eachQWset of points with a nearly-free electronmodel, based on the parabolic fit to the
surface band dispersion directly probed in STS [11]. The successive crossing points of these lines atEF appear
markedwith vertical dotted lines infigure 3(d), defining *dn values at which the density of states at EF is
maximum. These can be comparedwith the l= ´ -d n d2n F 0 series offigure 3(c).We observe that,
excluding d1, and due to the d0 shift,magic dn sizes offigure 3(c) appear right below *dn terraces with electron
densitymaxima at EF. Thismeans that for the n-magic size the n-QWresonance lies right above EF, which in fact
corresponds to a periodicminimum in a d-dependent electronic-energy.

Step barrier strength anddepletion of the surface band

Confinement of surface electrons in terraces occurs because atomic steps act as repulsive barriers for surface
states, such as Shockley states in Ag(111) [19, 22]. ARPES can also be used to test surface electron scattering in
arrays of steps at vicinal surfaces [4]. Early experiments have shown the existence of zone-boundary gaps and
umklapps, which prove the presence of weak scattering of the 2D Shockley state by the periodic step potential.
Such coherent 2D surface band has been seldomdetected in STS experiments from step arrays [24], since its
emission is largely obscured by the presence of strong 1DQWresonances confinedwithin random, individual
(111) terraces (see SI and [20]). Conversely, QWresonances are only detectable in ARPES in highly disordered
step lattices, through careful inspection of three-dimensional Fouriermaps [11, 25].Weak periodic potential
effects also appear in ARPES experiments performed on fully-kinkedAg(111) vicinals, as shown infigure 4(a).
The 2DFermi intensitymeasured across the curved c-Ag(111)fk sample exhibits the characteristic Ag(111) Fermi
surface ring split by kx=2π/á ñd superlattice wavevectors. The ring radius shrinks and its intensity weakens as
themean terrace-size á ñd decreases, due to the repulsive character of the step potential and the subsequent
upward shift of the Shockley band. Such terrace-size effect is better observed infigure 4(b), wherewe plot energy
distribution curves (EDC) corresponding to the Shockley bandminimumat kx=π/á ñd across the c-Ag(111)fk
surface. Data are compared to EDC-s acquired at equivalent á ñd values on the c-Ag(111)cp surface. As á ñd
progressively decreases, the EDC spectrum shifts to higher energy, and eventually crosses the Fermi level. This
process is notably faster for the fully-kinked vicinals, that is, the step potential is stronger compared to that of the

Figure 4. Surface states at fully-kinkedAg(111) vicinal surfaces. (a)Constant energy surface at the Fermi energy acquired across the
c-Ag(111)fk sample, exhibiting 2π/á ñd Shockley umklapps of the step superlattice (Photon energy hν=41 eV,T=100 K).
(b)Energy distribution curves at Shockley bandminima (kx=π/á ñd ) across the fully-kinked c-Ag(111)fk surface (purple thick lines),
compared to the bandminima at the close-packed c-Ag(111)cp sample (green thin lines, from [4]). (c) Shockley bandminimumenergy
as a function of the vicinal angleα for fully-kinked (purple dots) and close-packed (A andB, green dots), fittedwith a 1DKronig–
Penneymodel (lines) [4], which, respectively, renders a scattering barrier strength (V0×b) of 1.1 eV Å and 0.6 eV Å. The relatively
largeV0×b value for the fully-kinked step leads to the full depletion of the surface band for d<1.7 nm. The solid black line
indicates the energy of the n=1QWstate (n=1fitting line in figure 3(d)). Experiments have been performed at theCasiopee beam
line in Soleil synchrotron.

9
The quantumwell resonances offigure 3(d) have beenmeasured on aAg(111) vicinal surface with close-packed steps, but the Fermi level

crossing of resonances is not expected to depend on the step type.
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close-packed vicinals. Note that at small á ñd values a clear Fermi-edge like spectrum is observed,meaning that
the surface band is totally depleted.

The strength of the step potential can be estimated from the terrace-size shift offigure 4(b), assuming a 1D
Kronig–Penneymodel of the step lattice [4]. This is the simplest crystal potential one can think of, which is
defined by a periodic series (period d) of square barriers (barrier heightV0, width b) in one dimension. The result
is shown infigure 4(c) for fully-kinked vicinals, and compared to close-packed vicinals (A andB type, see [4]).
We also plot the expected shift for an infinite, hard-wall potential, namely for the n=1QWstate, which is the
main spectral feature detected in STS at Ag(111) terraces of random size d (see [19, 20] andfigure 3(d)). Data
points are determined from the EDC spectra offigure 4(b), whichwere fittedwith the standard gaussian-
broadened Lorentzian line, convolutedwith a Fermi-edge [4]. Using the periodic potential strengthV0×b as
unique input parameter, theKronig–Penney fit leads toV0×b=0.6 eVÅ for close-packed, and
V0×b=1.1 eVÅ for fully-kinked Ag steps. The scattering potential of the atomic step is believed to be linked
to the so-called Smoluchowski dipole that arises at step-edge atoms [26], which is generally larger for atomswith
lower coordination at kink sites, compared to atoms at close-packed steps [27]. Alternatively, the largerV0×b
barrier in the fully-kinked step-edge could also reflect its structural relaxation into close-packed zigzag
segments, which defines an effectively longer close-packed step length (see SI).

Due to the large terrace-size effect, the Shockley band in fully-kinked vicinals shifts aboveEF for step lattice
periodicity á ñd below 1.7 nm (vicinal angles larger thanα=8°), as indicated infigure 4(c). This is a peculiar
situation, inwhich the vicinal surfacewould be completely depleted of 2D surface electronswith relatively large
d values. 2D Shockley band depopulation of Ag(111) has also been observed in thinAg(111)films submitted to
large elastic strain [28]. For close-packed vicinals, the extrapolation of theKronig–Penney fit indicates that
depopulation of the 2D electron band occurs for d below 1nm (aboveα= 16°). In contrast, depopulation of 1D
QWelectrons trapped at randomAg(111) terraces has already occurred at d< 3.2 nm, asmarked by the EF
crossing of the thick black line (see also [19, 20] andfigure 3(d)), which corresponds to a vicinal surfacewith less
than two rows of (111) terrace atoms, namely a surfacewith dominant step sites. The influence of surface
electrons confined at local defects, is well known, for example, in the chemical activity of nanocrystals [2]. But its
importance is not clear for extended states, such as Shockley states, whose real impact in the physical-chemistry
of noblemetal surfaces remainedmerely speculative [29]. In this sense, we believe that curved noblemetal
surfaces offer the appropriate platform to revisit this key surface property.

Conclusions

In summary, following the curved surface approachwe have investigated the equilibrium structure of the step
lattice and the scattering of the Shockley state in vicinal Ag(111) surfaces with fully-kinked steps as a function of
the step density. Through the terrace-width distribution analysis performedwith STMwe are able to track the
transition from sharply defined step lattices for high step densities to broader distributions at low densities,
which, respectively, define regimes dominated by elastic step interactions and quantum electronic effects. The
terrace-width distribution for the high step density regime is verywell described through theGWS function
derived from theTSKmodel, but only when assuming a variable balance of entropic and elastic interactions,
which the current TSKmodel does not contemplate. Thisfinding underlines the limits of the standard three-
term, free energy equation derived in the elastic continuum approach used to describe a vicinal surface. In the
low step density regime, we additionally observe terrace-width distribution fluctuations, which are related to the
quantization of the Shockley surface states due to confinement between adjacent steps. In fact, the TWDpeaks
follow the same periodicity of the Fermi level crossing of theQWresonances, in analogy to the quantum size
effects observed in the thickness stability of 2Dfilms. InARPESwe observe a rapid upward shift of the surface
band as a function of the step density, which causes its complete depletion at a relatively small vicinal angle. This
effect arises due to the large scattering strength of the fully-kinked step, as compared to that of the close-
packed step.
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